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THOMAS MARGRAVE TO WATCH VIKING I LANDING 
DURING EDUCATORS' CONFERENCE THIS WEEK 
7-19-76 
local + cs + 
Dr. Thomas E. Margrave, associate professor of physics and astronomy at the University 
of Montana in Missoula, is among 100 educators who will watch the Viking I landing on Mars 
Tuesday, July 20, at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif. 
Margrave is attending the "Viking Educators' Conference" through Tuesday at the 
California laboratory. The conference, sponsored by NASA Educational Programs Division, 
consists of technical briefings for the educators, tours of the laboratory facilities and 
watching the landing of Viking I. 
Margrave is among the educators invited to the conference in conjunction with the 
unmanned spacecraft landing. The landing on Mars is scheduled for 5 a.m. MDT, Tuesday. 
Appointed in 1969 to the UM staff, Margrave was the first full-time astronomer 
appointed at UM. He was an assistant professor of astronomy at Georgetown University, 
Washington, D.C., from 1967-69. He also worked as an aerospace technologist at the NASA 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex. in 1963. 
Margra•Je received the bachelor of arts degree in physics in 1961 from the University 
of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. ,and the master's degree in astronautics in 1963 from 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. He was awarded the doctor of philosophy 
degree in astronomy in 1967 from the University of Arizona, Tucson. 
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